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History of local
furniture making
Though best known as a residential area, Bedford
Park has a surprising history of ﬂourishing
workshops where ﬁne furniture is still designed and
created in and around the suburb.
Distinguished pioneer of the British craft furniture
revival, Martin Grierson, has lived in Bedford Park for
60 years, much of that time occupying workshops
just on the edges of the area. From 1975, he
operated from Barley Mow Workspace, which he
shared with fellow residents, David Field and Chris
McCourt, who would both become pioneering
furniture makers. In 1998, he bought a workshop in
Canham Road, immediately to the north of Bedford
Park. Martin studied at the Central School of Arts and
Crafts and worked initially in Trevor Dannatt’s oﬃce,
where Eleanor Greeves (local architect, artist and
ceramic tile designer and wife of the Society’s cofounder Tom) was also employed. Much inﬂuenced
by Arts and Crafts ideas, Martin seeks to create
modern furniture designs, using mainly traditional
forms of construction, beautiful materials and skilled
craftsmanship. His success is reﬂected in a list of
Martin Grierson foyer
bench for National
Gallery

Canham Road workshop

clients and projects, which includes the public
seating in the Sainsbury Wing of the National
Gallery and in the Wallace Collection; board room
furniture at the Art Workers Guild and in several
Cambridge colleges, as well as corporate and private
commissions.
Although Martin has reduced his activity and now
works on small projects from his studio in Esmond
Road, in 2012 the workshop at Canham Road
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Isokon Long Chair by Marcel Breuer originally
described as giving “scientiﬁc relaxation to
every part of the body, immediately creating a
feeling of well-being” and still being made.
Image courtesy of www.isokonplus.com

became the site of an intriguing venture: Martin
created “The Grierson Workshop Cooperative Ltd” to
provide fully equipped bench spaces for up to ten
independent furniture makers. Martin’s workshop
was combined with the next-door workshop space,
owned by another Bedford Park resident, Ros Lister.
The workshops, together with their specialised
equipment, are now used by a group of around ten
furniture makers who form the company, of which
Martin is one member.

Modernist inﬂuences
Another workshop, in Turnham Green Terrace Mews,
was also for many years an important site for the
manufacture of furniture, where Chris McCourt
would establish Windmill Furniture. This ﬁrm
occupies a particular place in design history, through
Martin Grierson
dining set in maple
and bog oak.
Far right, nine
drawer chest

its Isokon range of furniture. Many of these pieces
owe their design to two of the most celebrated
ﬁgures in the history of modernist design, both
deeply involved in the German Bauhaus movement:
Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer. Isokon, created
by Jack Pritchard in the 1930s, was a British ﬁrm,
which manufactured modern furniture and
employed Gropius and Breuer as designers when
they ﬂed the Nazis. Pritchard also commissioned
Wells Coates to design the celebrated modernist
Lawn Road ﬂats in Hampstead in the early thirties,
now known as the Isokon ﬂats. Windmill Furniture

acquired the rights in 1981 to manufacture these
designs. In addition, the ﬁrm manufactured and
promoted the work of important contemporary
furniture designers through Isokon Plus. Windmill
Furniture moved in 2015 to Hackney, when the
Turnham Green premises were redeveloped.
Although the design and craft-based manufacture of
furniture of excellent design in the area cannot
easily be linked to its earlier traditions, they are
clearly within a broad tradition of Arts and Crafts
thinking. There is little visual evidence about the
furniture of the early Bedford Park though there are
some clues as to the kind of interiors that might
have been favoured. Moncure Conway, an early
resident, noted the residents’ tendency to select
Morris chintz wallpapers so that “a branch of the
Bloomsbury establishment will probably become
necessary in the vicinity of Bedford Park,” while W B
Yeats predicted the arrival of “De Morgan tiles,
peacock blue doors and the pomegranate pattern
and tulip pattern of Morris.” E W Godwin, the ﬁrst
architect of Bedford Park, designed ranges of
furniture, which were labelled and sold as in the
“Queen Anne Style.” All this furniture, which we can
associate with Bedford Park, is marked by its maker’s
engagement with diﬀerent styles, ranging widely
from Godwin’s Victorian Queen Anne to Isokon’s
Bauhaus Modernism and Grierson’s bespoke
furniture of today. But they also seem to embrace
the underlying values associated with Arts and
Crafts and especially that of skilled craftsmanship.
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The Bedford Park Club
– another ﬁrst
Bedford Park’s reputation as
both a radical and artistic
community dates from 1879
when developer Jonathan
Carr moved into the suburb
and opened the Bedford
Park Club, providing a hub
for social and intellectual
activities among the
burgeoning community.

Ladies’ reading room with panelling, doors and
pulpit ﬁttings from a city church

From its earliest days, Bedford Park was strongly
associated with the Aesthetic Movement. It attracted
many artists and writers who rebelled against much
of Victorian design and were keen to live an
aesthetic lifestyle in its tree-lined streets. As well as
an emphasis on the artistic, the Bedford Park Club
represented another dimension of the ethos of
Bedford Park — its tendency to political radicalism.
Carr himself had connections to radical politics, both
from his family background and his role in his early
20s as assistant to John Stuart Mill, who in 1879
stood for parliament on, amongst other issues, a
vote for women platform. Through its membership
arrangements, activities, lectures and debates the
Club fostered novel ideas about community, which
were instrumental in the radicalism that would sit
alongside the aesthetic in Bedford Park.
In a remarkable move for the time, it was open to
every tenant on the “estate” regardless of sex. For an
entrance fee of three guineas and an annual
subscription of two guineas (half a guinea for ladies),
the members had access to a clubhouse from
9.00am until midnight, providing light refreshments
and games such as billiards, table tennis, piquet and
whist; a library with the main newspapers and
magazines, drawing rooms and an assembly
room/ballroom with a stage for plays, concerts and
dances. The American poet and journalist, Helen

Hunt Jackson, wrote in The Boston Daily Advertiser
that the club was probably the only institution of its
kind in the world where “any woman who lives in
Bedford Park may go to the club, read periodicals,
smoke (if she likes) as freely as if she were a man.”
Erected for Carr to the designs of Richard Norman
Shaw, the building was extended in about 1882
under the direction of E J May, by then Carr’s Estate
Architect, adding a drawing room and a billiard room
for ladies, reﬂecting the club’s immediate popularity
with women. The remaining accommodation was
shared. Sybil Pearce described in A Post-Edwardian

Billiard Room: sketch shows two men playing billiards, with
a young woman reading in the foreground. By Joseph Nash,
a Bedford Park artist
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Girlhood in Bedford Park how her mother “On some
afternoons… would go along to the Bedford Park
Club in The Avenue where she would chat, play
cards, browse through magazines and have tea with
friends.”

Centre for the Arts
On the artistic side there were many diﬀerent
pursuits. One-man art shows were held for works en
route to exhibitions and one of the ﬁrst societies
organised in the club was the Sketch Club in 1880.
Each member was expected to submit at least six
sketches a year on selected subjects and these were
exhibited with only a number so each member could
vote for the one he considered best, leading to an
annual prize. There was a Musical Society producing
concerts and three or four plays a year were staged
by the very active Amateur Dramatic Club, usually
melodramas and farces together with readings,
children’s ballet, pantomimes and tableaux vivants,

Sketch left showing fancy-dress costumes and above
showing a party in progress with the view
into the bay window

people came from all over London. Yeats was
particularly impressed by two of the amateurs:
Florence Farr and Heron Allen. Florence was sisterin-law to Bedford Park resident, H M Paget; she lived
in Brook Green and after their collaboration on the
production became close to Yeats. He responded to
her request to write a play for her and Paget’s niece.
The Land Of Heart’s Desire was performed as a
curtain raiser to G B Shaw’s Arms and the Man.
Florence Farr’s reputation was exotic: it was said she
had a relationship with Shaw and left him for Yeats
and that she believed herself to be controlled by an
Egyptian astral form!

Carr’s inﬂuence

where a reader stood in front of a gauze curtain
while performers posed in attitudes depicting the
text behind the curtain. The plays were sometimes
written by Bedford Park residents, who acted in
them with sets and costumes also designed by local
residents.
The most signiﬁcant production was Sicilian Idyl in
1890, a pastoral play by John Todhunter, which
combined acting by local amateurs with a few
professionals. The young William Butler Yeats who
was living in Bedford Park at the time persuaded
Todhunter to write this poetical drama, with the
vision that it might be the start of “an annual
venture of this same kind, a sort of May Day festival
of dramatic poetry.” The performances sold out and

As proprietor of the Bedford Park club, Carr had the
ﬁnal say over all activities; applications had to be
made to him for use of the rooms. He was very
involved and when the Annual Fancy Dress Party was
held there it extended into the lawns of Tower
House, his residence. He also presided over the
annual dinners when 200 guests would be served an
ambitious ﬁve-course dinner. Every month, there
was a busy calendar of meetings, such as the
Bedford Park Liberal Association (of which Carr was
founder member and chairman of the executive
committee), the Natural History and Gardening
Society and the Bedford Park Reunion. The latter
society, founded in 1882, met monthly to discuss
social questions from crime and punishment to
relations between state and the church or women’s
suﬀrage, still a highly controversial subject at that
time. Women’s rights were fully discussed on more
than one occasion at the club; a suﬀragette
addressed the meeting in 1882 and the following
year dress reform for women was on the agenda. The
President and Secretary of the Rational Dress
Society presented charts and diagrams illustrating
the risk to health of tight lacing and made a plea for
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sensible dress, such as a divided skirt or a long dress
that could be unbuttoned just below the knee. These
subjects and others were followed up by the Ladies
Discussion Society of some 100 members.
Regular lectures were mainly given by local
residents, such as well-connected non-conformist
minister and journalist Moncure Conway, historian
and scholar Yorke Powell, Dr Gordon Hogg (Bedford
Park Medical Oﬃcer of Health) and poet and
playwright Dr John Todhunter, on subjects ranging
from botany, horticulture or medical matters to
travel or art. In a typical month, it was not unusual
for discussions to cover subjects like Compulsory
Vaccination, Home Rule (for Ireland), the Ethics of
Sport, the Homes of the Poor, The Advantages of
Teaching Science to Children, the Abolition of the
House of Lords or Sleep and Dreaming
The Club today: The
London Buddhist
Vihara

The Club ﬂourished initially, surviving the First
World War, but subsequently declined, and went
into voluntary liquidation at the outbreak of World
War II in 1939 with the contents sold at auction.
Since 1994 it has been the home and headquarters
of the London Buddhist Vihara.
The Society is grateful for research provided by John
Scott, RIBA, AABC and from Dr D W Budworth’s
archives in compiling this article.

Little-known photographs from the 1930s showing (from left to right) the Ladies’ Drawing Room, the Ballroom and stage,
and the Men’s Reading Room — the best record available of the interior in its original state. They show the panelling and
wall coverings, examples of the furniture, portraits, and decorative artefacts with which the Club was ﬁlled and conﬁrm the
details of the ﬁreplaces and panelling in the Ladies’ Drawing Room and Men’s Reading Room, together with the elaborate
ﬁreplace and overmantle in the ballroom designed by J Aldam Heaton.

Club ownership changes
1879: Opened by Jonathan Carr on 22 April.
1940: Sold to Charles G Bridger, a caterer, who
apparently tried to run the place as a club and
restaurant, which must have been very
diﬃcult at the time. Following his death, his
widow sold the premises to Manor Way
Estates, property developers.

1950: Sold to CAV Ltd, a manufacturing
company producing electrical components for
the motor industry, based on the industrial
estate around Warple Way and Emlyn Road, to
use as a social club for their employees. At
this point, the interior was transformed with
the original ﬁttings and panelling removed. It
was known as the CAV Club.

1993: Lucas Industries, to which CAV Ltd by
this time belonged, sold the premises to the
Sri Lanka Public Trustee. Little information
seems to exist about activities in the club
during the years under CAV ownership.
1994: The Club became the home and
headquarters of the London Buddhist Vihara.
The Vihara moved to Chiswick during 1964
when the Anagarika Dharmapala Trust (ADT) of
Sri Lanka purchased the freehold property at
Heathﬁeld Gardens, and then the club
premises.
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W B Yeats reading in the
garden at Bedford Park
On 24 March 1888, the Irish artist, John Butler Yeats, settled
for the second time in Bedford Park; the family had earlier
lived brieﬂy at 8 Woodstock Road.
With his wife and four children, he
moved to 3 Blenheim Road, where he
would live until 1902. Shortly after the
move, he painted this remarkable portrait
of his oldest son, the poet William Butler
Yeats, in the garden. On a label ﬁxed to
the reverse of the painting Lily Yeats, the
poet’s sister, recorded: “Portrait Sketch/
W B Yeats by his father/ J B Yeats painted
in or about 1888-89 in the garden 3,
Blenheim Rd/ Bedford Park, Chiswick,
London. In those days W.B.Y. had a
beard.”
The return of the Yeats’ family to Bedford
Park followed years in Dublin, during
which John B Yeats’ eﬀorts to develop a
career as a portrait artist had been

Details of a project to create a memorial to
W B Yeats in Bedford Park can be found at
www.wbyeatsbedfordpark.com.

Image courtesy of The Model, home of The
Niland Collection, Sligo and Sotheby’s UK

frustrated through his lack of business
sense and diﬃculty in completing work.
The move did not improve the situation
and the ﬁnances of the household relied
largely on the earnings of his children.
W B Yeats was aged around 25 when his
father painted this portrait. His career, in
contrast to his father’s, was developing
promisingly. His ﬁrst solo book of poems
was being published and his criticism
and commentary were appearing in a
wide range of newspapers and reviews.
The poet’s conﬁdent posture contrasts
with the somewhat dreamy expression in
John B Yeats’ other portrayals of his son,
while the hat and suit convey a certain
worldliness that might reﬂect his recent
successes. At the same time, the pose is

very informal — emphasising that this
was a family sketch, not a formal portrait.
But there is a drama and poetry too in
the dark background, penetrated by a
streak of sunlight. W B Yeats later wrote
of the house at Blenheim Road as having
“a little garden shadowed by a great
horse-chestnut tree.”
The work, oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches,
was in the hands of descendants of the
Yeats’ family until 2017, when it was
auctioned at Sotheby’s along with other
items in the family collection. The
painting, with others by John B Yeats and
his artist son Jack Yeats, were acquired
by a private buyer who has made them
available to The Model, a gallery in Sligo,
which holds other material by the artists.
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Sokol – a Russian garden suburb
The Planned Garden Suburb, developed in
Britain in the nineteenth century and
crystallised in Bedford Park, became an
international phenomenon by the early
twentieth century with numerous imitations
and variants around the world. One of the
more remarkable episodes was the creation,
following the 1917 Russian Revolution, of
the Sokol garden suburb near Moscow.

the low picket fences of the individual plots. Great attention
was given, as in Bedford Park, to trees and gardens. Each street
was planted with an avenue of trees of a diﬀerent species and
there was a park in the western part of the site. The 110 single
family cottages are constructed on generous plots of 650-850
square metres. The architecture of the cottage-style dwellings
owes much to the English Arts and Crafts tradition of practical
layouts, simple decoration and a reliance on traditional skills
and methods. Many visibly reﬂect the English inﬂuence, though
some are constructed with timber facing in a Russian regional
tradition.
By the end of the 1920s, the concept of the garden suburb
would be rejected by the Soviet planning authorities because
of the low density and high cost, but also because individual
dwellings set in their own grounds were now seen as
ideologically suspect. As Moscow developed, especially after
WW2, the pine woods surrounding Sokol were replaced by
multi-story blocks of ﬂats, built in the Stalinist style, though
Sokol was left as a rather peaceful enclave inhabited largely by
academics, scientists and actors. Social change now poses
threats to the estate as wealthy purchasers circumvent the
planning regulations, leading to some construction of dwellings
on a diﬀerent scale and style from the existing cottages. Some
new security-conscious residents are constructing high fences,
which diminish the unity and openness of the original design
and have elicited protests from other owners. Nonetheless,
Sokol remains a green haven in the teeming maelstrom of
contemporary Moscow.
Plan of Sokol layout

Sokol cottage and image top © A. Savin, WikiCommons

The ideas of the garden suburb and the garden city had already
excited great interest in Russia as possible solutions to poor
urban conditions. During the years immediately after the
Revolution, one of the many experimental housing projects was
the planned construction of 12 garden suburbs around Moscow,
but Sokol was the only one built. As with Bedford Park, the links
to the city were key to its location — a tram route to the centre
of Moscow, some seven miles away.
The layout of Sokol, like that of Bedford Park, is designed to
develop a sense of community. In Sokol, the plan is an irregular
shaped star, with spacious and attractive public areas. The
streets are wide, some with broad grass verges, and lined with
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Focus on
ﬁreplaces
Over the years, developments in interior design and
modern heating have signiﬁcantly reduced the popularity of
ﬁreplaces. Fortunately, across Bedford Park, there are still
examples of beautiful originals and a wide range of skilful
reproductions, retaining the original features, which add
immeasurably to the appeal of the rooms.

W

hen the suburb was developed,
it was common for principal
rooms to feature the “Adam
style” timber surround with carved
moulding under the mantelshelf and
applied decorative mouldings top and
sides. Typically, these would have framed
simple, decorative iron ﬁreplaces and
tiled surrounds. The mantel and surround
would always have been painted.

background like Delft ware. Plain, glazed
tiles were also used, especially in the
upper ﬂoors. Some of the few remaining
examples are illustrated on this page and
overleaf. Many of the faithful
reproductions feature tiles by Eleanor
Greeves — local architect, artist and
ceramic tile designer — in her much
sought-after abstract ﬂoral and foliage
designs.

In the less important rooms and also in
some reception rooms, there were
ﬁreplaces with much simpler detail and
tiled surrounds — the most typical in
Bedford Park being simple timber frame
with mouldings, reﬂecting those used on
principal doors. These were surmounted
by a mantelshelf, supported on shaped
timber brackets, and were found in a
wide range of sizes and elaboration, from
reception rooms to attic bedrooms. This
feature reﬂects the Arts and Crafts style.
Overmantels were sometimes ﬁtted,
following the style of the ﬁreplaces, and
often including a mirror. Some of these
still survive.
In a typical ﬁrst ﬂoor ﬁreplace, the
surround featured simple mouldings
with corbel brackets supporting the
mantelshelf, while in attic rooms there
were even simpler versions of this or
small cast iron ﬁreplaces and surrounds.
Fireplaces were often set on chimney
breasts at 45 degrees in the corner of
the room. The original tiles were either
stylised ﬂoral designs (some by William
de Morgan) or more often simple,
abstract designs in blue on a white

Original ﬁreplace in The Tabard
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Thanks to Ellen Rooney
www.ellenrooney.com for the
photographs and everyone who kindly
gave access to their home. Please contact
us if you have an interesting ﬁreplace as
we are keen to include more examples
from the wider Bedford Park on our
website www.bedfordpark.org.uk.
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A WWII
childhood in
Bedford Park
Terry Jardine has lived in Bedford Park since
his birth in 1938 and still has vivid memories
of his childhood during WWII. Terry
experienced many of the most dramatic
bombing incidents in the area while his
family were living in Lonsdale Road.
The local Air Raid Warning/All Clear siren was located at the old
Chiswick Police Station and there was a brick air-raid shelter out
in our street but I only remember going into it once and didn’t
like it very much. We always slept in the cellar, not in the
bedrooms upstairs, and took refuge there during air raids.

There was quite a bit of bombing in this area including a ﬂying
bomb in Thornton Avenue. Fortunately, Lonsdale Road never
received a direct hit but it did sometimes suﬀer from the results
of bomb blast. The greatest damage to our own house was
caused by the VI Flying Bomb, which demolished the old
Chiswick Polytechnic. I remember very clearly, it was about 8
o’clock in the morning, I heard the bomb “cutting out” over the
house, followed seconds later by the explosion. The house was
generally intact — mainly broken windows and tiles and things
but all the upstairs ceilings came down. The blast even caused
the lino under heavy furniture to become displaced, and we
never did ﬁnd the lock oﬀ the front door. The road outside
afterwards was covered in broken tiles and glass. One person
was killed and others injured in Flanders Road and the old
Chiswick Poly was completely gone. My father went to see the
damage and found a desk intact. A policeman said he could take
it and I have always been meaning to go back to the Arts
Educational School and see if they would like it back!

Extensive local bombing
My father was familiar with pit props and ways of supporting
things and he built a false roof over part of our cellar so that
should the house collapse from a bomb we would have been
protected by this framework. My little divan down there was
near the front door step where glass was missing in the panel
underneath so I used to lie in bed listening to German bombers
ﬂying overhead, with lots of explosions and banging outside,
which was frightening. I was young enough not to completely
understand what was going on but when you went outside in
the morning you would see odd bomb sites where houses had
disappeared.

A bin in the street for recycling waste food to be used
to feed pigs and to help the war eﬀort

Terry with his father showing the “temporary” standard brick and
concrete air raid shelter
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When a bomb landed in Chiswick High Road, outside the Catholic church in
Dukes Avenue, it made a whacking great hole in the road and destroyed the
gas main. We had no gas for several days and my mother did all the cooking
over a Valor paraﬃn stove. During rationing, some relatives in Australia sent
us food parcels, things like tinned chicken and Spam. My uncles in Scotland
used to shoot pheasants and rabbits, which would arrive in the post —
unwrapped — with just an address label round them. They were hung on the
back of a door and then the cat would swing on them!

First V2 rocket in London
When I was six, the ﬁrst V2 rocket landed in Staveley Road and I heard that go
oﬀ while I was in the garden. It sounded completely diﬀerent to anything
else. It made a double bang as it went through the sound barrier as it came
down and then it made another. There was a lot of bomb damage. Squads of
workmen would make temporary repairs — bituminous felt would be nailed
over broken windows with large-headed galvanised nails to make them
weatherproof. After the war, we were entitled to the scheduled war damage
repairs but these were not up to the standard of the original, for example, the
replacement of plaster ceiling mouldings. It’s marvellous what the Society
has done over the years and how people have spent money restoring the
houses, bringing them back to what they should be.
With thanks to Terry Jardine for providing his memories and to Marilyn Baxter
whose interview with Terry gave additional information.
Flanders Mansions in the background where heavy
black-out blinds can be seen at some of the windows.
White bands round the trees helped guide motorists in
the absence of street lighting

During the Second World War, Chiswick was
bombed repeatedly with incendiary and
high explosive bombs; falling anti-aircraft
shells and shrapnel also caused damage.
Some of the most dramatic incidents within
Bedford Park included the destruction of 9
Blenheim Road by a high-explosive bomb on
18 September 1940 and damage to number
11.
A few days later, 13 Queen Anne’s Grove was
also destroyed. On 23 August 1944 at
8.32am a V1 landed on Chiswick Polytechnic
School in Bath Road (now the site of the Arts
Educational building). Part of the building
was destroyed along with severe damage to
houses in Flanders Road (one person was
killed, six hospitalised and 22 suﬀered minor
injuries) and to St Michael & All Angels
where windows were blown out, the roof
was damaged and the stained glass at the
east end destroyed.

Workmen from a typical “Blitz Repair Squad” carry out temporary repairs following the
explosion of a V1 Flying Bomb. ©Imperial War Museum (D 24210)

The ﬁrst V-2 rocket to hit London fell on
Staveley Road, Chiswick, at 6.44pm on 8
September 1944, killing three people and
injuring 22 others; 11 houses were
demolished and another 27 were seriously
damaged in the immediate area.
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Literary links
live on
From its earliest days, there were said to be
as many lawyers as artists living in Bedford
Park, but the numerous local authors
currently publishing work would seem to
reinforce the long-standing reputation of
the suburb as a centre of artistic and
creative talent. Four Bedford Park authors
are featured below.

Deborah Cadbury
Deborah Cadbury has received
critical acclaim for her nine
non-ﬁction books. The Dinosaur
Hunters was turned into a TV
drama series by Granada; The
Lost King of France was
nominated for the Samuel
Johnson non-ﬁction prize and
Seven Wonders of the Industrial
World and Space Race accompanied BBC TV series. Deborah was
awarded a doctorate following her Chocolate Wars about
Quaker capitalists and the Cadbury story, which sparked new
research into ethical capitalism in business schools. Her latest
books investigate royal history in Princes War and Queen
Victoria’s Matchmaking and she is currently working on a new
story set in the Second World War.

“When I ﬁrst started working at the
BBC, I was looking for a place nearby
and fell in love with Chiswick”
Before turning to writing full-time she worked for 30 years as a
BBC TV producer and executive producer and has won 20
international awards including an Emmy. She originated many
landmark series including the Bafta nominated Seven Wonders
of the Industrial World, and Space Race, the BBC’s ﬁrst
international collaboration with both Russian and American coproducers.
“I have lived in Chiswick since 1980. When I ﬁrst started
working at the BBC, I was looking for a place nearby and fell in
love with Chiswick — its beautiful leafy streets, the proximity
of the river, not to mention Chiswick Park, which must be one
of London’s best kept secrets. I brought up my family here and
couldn’t imagine living anywhere else.”

Will Wyatt
Will Wyatt CBE has written
three books: The Man Who Was
B Traven (The Secret of the Sierra
Madre in the USA); The Fun
Factory: A Life in the BBC and
most recently Oxford Boy: A Post
War Townie Childhood. He has
also written articles for many
papers and magazines
including: Churchill’s London, The Sunday Times; Bang Goes the
Habit of a Lifetime, The Oldie.
Will began his career as a trainee journalist on the Sheﬃeld
Telegraph, before moving to the BBC as a sub-editor in radio
news. He moved to television and among the programmes he
produced were the Book Programme with Robert Robinson and
a documentary B Traven: A Mystery Solved, which became the
basis of his ﬁrst book. He was head of documentaries in the
eighties (Crimewatch, Forty Minutes, Around the World in 80
Days) and became Managing Director, BBC Network TV in 1991,
leading a revival in drama (Pride and Prejudice, Our Friends in the
North) and a ratings renewal.

“…we move shortly, just across the
border of Bedford Park to Prebend
Gardens. Will Bedford Park folk still
speak to us?”
As Chief Executive of BBC Broadcast, he oversaw all radio and
television commissioning as well as the launch of BBC Online
and the BBC’s digital TV channels. He retired from the BBC in
1999, becoming chairman of the London Institute, leading it to
become the University of the Arts, London. He is a past
President of the Royal Television Society and Vice-President of
the European Broadcasting Union. He has been chair and
director of several media connected companies, including the
Racecourse Media Group, chair of the Teaching Awards and
board member of Welsh National Opera.
“My wife Jane and I ﬁrst moved to Bedford Park in 1981, to
Abinger Road, where our two daughters lived their teenage
years and Jane was secretary of the active allotments
committee. The wish for a large garden took us to north
Oxfordshire in 1995 but we bought our ﬂat in Flanders Road at
the same time and it is where we are living now, although we
move shortly just across the border of Bedford Park to Prebend
Gardens. Will Bedford Park folk still speak to us?”
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Peter Murray
Peter trained as an architect but
has spent his career writing and
communicating architecture
rather than practising it. His
publications include: Modern
Architecture in Britain; The
Lloyds Building; Ove Arup &
Partners; Harry Seidler: Towers in
the City; Contemporary British
Architects; Living Bridges: The inhabited bridge past, present and
future; New Urban Environments; Understanding Plans; The Saga
of the Sydney Opera House; Architecture and Commerce; A Passion
to Build; London’s Towns — shaping the polycentric city; London’s
Great Estates.
Having started his writing career as Design Editor of Nova
magazine, Peter became editor of Building Design magazine,
then of the Royal Institute of British Architects Journal. He
founded Blueprint magazine in 1983 and set up Tate magazine
for the Friends of the Tate. He was CEO and then Chairman of
Wordsearch, a global design and communications consultancy
specialising in architecture and real estate. In 1986 he curated
the Royal Academy show “New Architecture – the work of
Foster, Rogers, Stirling” – and in 1996 “Living Bridges — the
history of the inhabited bridge” also at the RA.

“…if residents understand the
signiﬁcance of the heritage of
Jonathan Carr, then they will
cherish and look after it.”
He started the London Festival of Architecture in 2004 and the
New London Architecture centre, of which he is currently
Curator in Chief. He was a member of Boris Johnson’s Mayor’s
Design Advisory Group and is a Mayor’s Design Advocate for
Sadiq Khan. He is a keen advocate of cycling. He is a Past Master
of the Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects in the City
of London, Chairman of the Temple Bar Trust and of the London
Society. He is listed as one of the Evening Standard’s Progress
1,000 London’s Most Inﬂuential People 2019.
“We have lived in Bedford Park since 1986 and been members
of the Bedford Park Society ever since. I became Hon Sec of the
Society in 2000 and remain involved today as a Special
Adviser. I set up the ‘From Knowledge Comes Care’ programme,
based on the idea that if residents understand the signiﬁcance
of the heritage of Jonathan Carr, then they will cherish and
look after it. As a result, we produced the Bedford Park Log
Books, publications on energy conservation and gardens and
constructed the information sign on The Triangle. I republished
Tom Greeves’ seminal book ‘Bedford Park — the ﬁrst garden
suburb’ with some additional text and wonderful new photos
by local photographer Ellen Rooney. I’m not working on any
books at the moment but preparing exhibitions on the future
of streets and the impact disruptive technology has on the
changing face of London.”
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Maggy Pigott
Maggy wrote her ﬁrst book
at the age of 68 after, to her
surprise, her Twitter account,
AgeJoyfully@AgeingBetter,
accumulated thousands of
followers, and she was
motivated by her personal
experience and inspiration
from the members of Open
Age, a London charity for the over 50s.
She describes How to Age Joyfully: Eight Steps to a Happier, Fuller
Life as a gift style book. Published in July 2019 with a foreword
by Dame Judi Dench, half the royalties are going to charity. In
September the book won a Platinum Award in the Health and
Wellbeing Books Category; it has received praise from health
and ageing experts as well as readers and will be published in
the USA and Canada in 2020.

“I have lived with my family in
Bedford Park since 1979. I was a
founder member of the NCT’s
Chiswick Working Mothers’ Group…”
Maggy Pigott CBE, had a 37-year Civil Service career in the
Ministry of Justice and its forerunners; her last post being Joint
Chief Executive at the Judicial Studies Board. She is a Vice
Patron of Working Families, Vice Chair of Open Age and a
Governing Bencher of Middle Temple Inn of Court. In 2019 she
became an Independent Member of the Public Service Honours
Committee and was elected a FRSA. In retirement, Maggy
discovered a passion for dancing and joined dance classes at
Open Age, and the more local Ballet4Life. A few years later, she
auditioned and joined Sage Dance Company and also Dance
West’s Company “Bolder Not Older.”
“I have lived with my family in Bedford Park since 1979. I was a
founder member of the NCT’s Chiswick Working Mothers’
Group about 35 years ago (now West4Women Networking
Group) and was also on the Bedford Park Society’s Events
Committee for a time.
This year, I had one of the 20 (two minute) slots at Chiswick
Book Festival’s Local Authors’ Event. With Sage Dance
Company I am now looking forward to our second intergenerational dance show on 7 April 2020 at ArtsEd Theatre,
with guest local dancers, following their successful sold out
show in 2018.”
More information on Chiswick’s many authors can be found on
the “Chiswick Writers’ Trail” and the “Timeline of Writers and
Books,” listing 250 Chiswick writers by genre and by year of birth:
chiswickbookfestival.net.
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Spotlight on a local resident
Alvin Rakoﬀ
Alvin Rakoﬀ, Canadian writer, director and producer, has spent most of his distinguished career
in England, directing more than 100 television, ﬁlm and stage productions. He lives in Bedford
Park with his second wife Sally Hughes, Managing Director of The Mill Theatre, Sonning.
Jacqueline who had worked with his wife, Ann Briers. Richard
said he’d just bought a house in Bedford Park, an area I hadn’t
heard of. That evening, we arrived home to ﬁnd a letter from an
estate agent with details of a house in the same road. We
looked at the house on a miserable wet day but the unusually
large living room was so light and airy we decided to buy it.
Have you done much work on your house and garden
over the years?
Yes, masses. The previous owner had taken out most of the
original features and we restored many, for example removing
the false ceiling in the living room. In the garden, we created a
paved area and extended the lawn by removing a ﬂower bed
that reminded me of a graveyard! We’ve added trees, including
a Mimosa and Apple tree.
How important is your environment to you when you’re
working? Do you work from home?

Alvin has worked with leading actors in ﬁlm and television and
won numerous awards, including International Emmy Awards
for A Voyage Round My Father, starring Laurence Olivier, and Call
Me Daddy, starring Donald Pleasence. He gave unknown extra
Sean Connery his ﬁrst leading role and drama student Alan
Rickman his ﬁrst professional job, as well as nurturing many
other young actors. Theatre work ranges from Hamlet at Bristol
Old Vic to the Cruse Charity performance at the Royal Albert
Hall before Her Majesty the Queen. More recently, he directed
productions of Separate Tables with Anthony Valentine; his own
adaptation of Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep and A
Sentimental Journey, the story of Doris Day.
He has written numerous ﬁlm scripts and three novels: & Gillian
was translated into 10 languages; Baldwin Street, based on early
days in his parents’ shop in Toronto and The Seven Einsteins, a
genetic thriller. Recent writing includes: Too Marvelous For
Words, the story of lyricist Johnny Mercer. Films include On
Friday at Eleven starring Rod Steiger; Say Hello to Yesterday
which he also wrote, featured Jean Simmons and Leonard
Whiting; Hoﬀman starred Peter Sellers; City on Fire, which he cowrote, starred Henry Fonda.
When did you move to Bedford Park and what brought you here?
I moved here in 1968 with my ﬁrst wife, the late actress
Jacqueline Hill, and my daughter Sasha. Our ﬁrst ﬂoor ﬂat in
Holland Park was perfect for two, but not suitable for a child.
We’d already been looking around for a house when one
evening I met Richard Briers in a restaurant, thanks to

Very. All my writing and preparation work as a ﬁlm director is
done in my study. I work there on my current project: An Act of
Love. My son, John, is a ﬁlm producer and found the original
script when going through old manuscripts. He said I mustn’t let
it go and must work on it but these days I don’t have the same
self-discipline and things seem to take much longer.
What do you like most about living in Bedford Park?
It’s unique – the sight of the houses as you walk around, the
Green, the Terrace and the buzz of the High Road.
Do you feel involved in the local community?
From the earliest days, I’ve been a member of the Society. I was
shocked by the destruction of houses in the early 60s and
relieved so much eﬀort was made to save them. I also have
memories of sitting in Tom Greeves’ house, hearing him play the
harpsichord!
To read more about Alvin’s extensive career: www.alvinrakoﬀ.com
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